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A mixed species shelter wood (top) planted in 1984 is typical of Alexander Robertson’ design for a small park 

which also serves as a snow trap and pitch-n-put golf course in summer. It’s form mimics a natural woodland in 

the extremely windy areas along the coast of Newfoundland  

Alexander Robertson 

PASADENA  in  WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND 



A  good forest shelter should mimic the structure of a natural forest.  
For example, on the bottom row of photos , can you tell which is a natural  

landscape and which were planted and which is an Icelandic shelter forest?   



The 3rd year or so of  a garden planted by 

Alexander Robertson  in 1984 to provide 

shelter  for staff commuting between 

buildings 304 and 305 on the former 

American military base at Pleasantville, 

St. John’s.   

 

The flagged trees in the top photo give an 

indication of how uncomfortably windy it 

was fore pedestrians.   

PLEASANTVILLE , ST. JOHN’S 
 EASTERN NEWFOUNDLAND 



Planted in 1984 on site of Building 302-303 Pleasantville, St. John’s as demonstration wind break.  Despite the 
persistent winds and cold, foggy breezes,  and heavy drifts of snow  (positive) and winds  claring away all the the 
sonow (negative) . The plants were never given any special protection (other wise it would have been a poor 
choice of species). And tended to capture enough snow  between the trees & shrubs to protect the soil.    

 photo-1990 

 photo- March 2009 



Many thanks to the Canadian Armed Forces for saving  my plantation 

May 2010 But will it survive  the development a new housing scheme? 



Government House ,  
St. John’s, Eastern Newfoundland 



Judging from the drawing of Government House in 1851, it had a typical natural scrub woodland (tuckamore as it is 
called in Newfoundland). About the same time, on the south side (front) and parts of the north side,  the  natural 
woodland was replaced mainly by European beech, elms, Norway maple  and sycamore, flowering shrubs and flower 
beds. Today there are still a few remnant native birch and some white spruce on the north side. The ‘new’ treescape 
certainly fits the classic model for such a stately house; while the natural style is better suited for providing shelter 
from the persistent west winds. 



Similarly, we must be careful not to do underplanting that would detract from the photogenic white birches that 
are remnants of the original natural woods and have endured the ravages of wind, snow and ice, insects and lawn 
mowers 



The effect of persistent 
dry, west summer winds 
is obvious from the 
sweep of the crowns of 
trees and even 
understory shrubs on the 
main garden at 
Government House. 

However, east of the 
building windiness is 
reduced considerably. 



The broad expanse of lush, manicure lawn, graceful trees and glimpses of the colourful streetscape along Military Road 
are accented by the low, understory shelter provided by rhododendrons, azaleas and ferns. Other colourful plants to 
be interplanted later.  





New leaves emerging on the graceful pendulous branches of  beech hanging over the well-maintained part of the traditional Governor’s 
path to St. Thomas’ Church. The new bed of rhododendrons, azaleas and ferns was planted in May 2006. Later it will be interplanted with 
some colourful foliage and flowering shrubs and perennials. While it is designed to provide interest sight-lines along the path, it’s main 
purpose is to provide an understory shelter from the damp, cold, easterly wind that blows up from the harbour.  Windiness is not usually a 
problem in this section of the garden, except that the Rhododendrons will  eventually block the cold ocean breezes. 



Among the fine trees  on the grounds of Government House is only one of three yellow birches 
saplings planted by the Icelandic Forestry Service during their visit to Newfoundland in 2007.   



Somehow, we must tackle the persistent dry west winds, and northwest gales without spoiling this stunning view of the legislature from 
Government House. Love ‘em or hate ‘em, dandelions give a glorious display in early spring.  Recently,  storm winds  from the west 
uprooted the birches a pine in the photograph  and other trees to the right of them 



Although this photo was taken early in the winter, when snow cover was not deep, this attractive scene gives 
no hint of the severe drifting of snow from the expansive field beyond the trees towards Government House. 



The extensive open lawn is extremely windy on many occassions when  strong winds blow from the west, northwest and northeast which, 
during blizzards and afterwords, when deep snow is on the ground, causes severe drifting and considerable discomfort around the main 
entrance on the north side of Government House. Government House is sheltered in the woods  top-right. 



A westward view over Government House  and the principle wind directions that need planting for. 

Foggy, cold, 
damp winds 



The pleasant , and relatively even snow cover probably won’t last very long before  
persistent  uphill strong winds blow it all up into the woods on the top left and into  and 
around  Government house.  It will expose the topsoil to deep  frost and rapid freezing & 
thawing.   



Sheltering the windy northwest side of Government House 

The aerial on the left shows how the the property was in June, 2005. By the fall of 2005, 15 beds had been tilled and fully stocked with 
colourful shrubs and few trees in 2006. The plan in 2007 is to plant a secondary series a short distance to the east.  



The first season‘s growth of a short section of the colourful interlocking  sigmoid shelter design planted in 
early June 2005 



The first part of a specially designed shelterwood is intended to break up streamline flow into small scale turbulence with an aesthetic and biodiverse 
plantscape. Since this is also the viewing area for watching the Tele-10 (The Telegram’s annual 10-mile race) where there is ample access through 
any part of the shelterwood to the viewing areas along Bannerman Street.   



Two months after planting, it is hardly noticeable that 50% of the shrubs have been thinned out and transplanted into new links. It is an 
indication of how well shrubs can grow on this very windy site. Within 5-7 years all the beds like this should start to function as a shelterwood. 



One-year old shelter wood in early June show complete survival and profuse flowering of decidous shrubs and a bright healthy colour of evergreens. The 
thick mulch of European beech leaves, applied each fall, no doubt contributed to the protection and sustenance of fine roots and the ensuing general 
vigour the following growing season 



Alexander Robertson 

The addition of another six sigmoid plantings  completes set of 12 interlocking . The farthest set was partially planted in 2005 and all of 
them completed in 2006. Three additional ‘nursery’ beds are barely visible in the bottom right. These contain seedlings of European beech 
grown from seed collected at Government House, and a multiple hybrid larch-  possibly a combination Japanerse x Siberian x Russian x 
European) – that naturally regenerated in the authors garden.  





The plantings were intensively weeded for the 1st & 2nd year after which they were tall enough to fend for themselves . In fact, the weeds 
also contribute to growth and health  - particularly in protecting and nourishing the fine roots of  the  trees & shrubs . Eventually  the weeds 
will gradually be shaded  out as the shrubs and trees grow taller. The parents  of the hybrid  larch were cultivated in the Robertson Garden  
which were grown from seed originated from Hørsholm Arboretum in Denmark 



This photo taken July 2008 shows thjat  ornamental shelter hasgrown well despite competion from wild flowers and grasses.  









Weeds do not hinder the exceptionally good growth of 3 yr-old  (2080). Especially the hybrid larch originating from the Robertson garden   



This specially designed low shelterbelt for Government House, St. John’s is typical of 
Robertson’s style and demonstrates the fast growth that can be achieved  even on a windy 
site  with a diverse  selection of species. It  was 2 years old when this photo was taken.  
 

It is somewhat similar to the planting concept for Gordon’s Park . 

Alexander Robertson M.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon) 



These are very fast-growing ,  hybrid larches  (with Japanese Larch being the dominant parent species) naturally seeded in the 
Robertson garden in nearby  Cowan Heights and transplanted in the southwest corner of Government House  in 2007.  In  the mid-
summer of their 3rd season, they have grown remarkably well partly because they  tolerate grass and the fine roots benefit from a long, 
protective snow cover 



The lean of the shrubs  clearly indicate  persistent and strongest growing-season winds  for which this is the reason for this unique 
ornamental shelter plantation design. The photo was taken in 2010.  



Visitors to Government House can enjoy a pleasant walk between  the colorful 
and botanically diverse system of sigmoid shapes of this unique shelter belt    



The  ornamental shelter system  benefits from trapping snow  for its own protection and  curbing serious snow drifting  
beyond  it.  The taller trees and ornament evergreens and the deciduous hybrid larches , willow s, beech and birches  that 
have grown well above the snow  are not unduly affected by the wind except that their potential height will be reduced .    



Apart from being attractive, the planting  in it’s third season probably useful in trapping the bulk of the snow  between it and the 
fence - thus protecting the road somewhat from blizzards – usually from the north east. On the hand,  the fence protects  the less 
hardy shrubs from very cold and dry westerly winds. 



Agriculture Canada Experimental Farm 
Mount Pearl 

Space available for a farm shelterbelts  is most often  limited to the edges of fields ; that is they  should not 
unduly encroach on  valuable and restricted amounts of  crop  land.   But the example  in this photo was not for 
the purpose of sheltering crop land, but  to prevent serious snow drifting onto a busy road  (behind the 
photographer).  Notice that I used ‘feathered’ trees; i.e., branches to the ground. And also a mixture  decidous 
and evergreen species.  Originally,  many Austrian pine  saplings were planting too, but they were stolen  - which 
explains the gaps.  



Along the road leading into the Experimental Farm, I planted this mixture of  deciduous trees plus  a  Vetchies' Fir (of Mt Fujiyama 
origin),  It is mainly a mixture of larch and maples.  It is intended a fair weather shelterbelt  because its main purpose was to provide  
for a  park like area where the public events are held  - hence the  selection of colorful trees. Note the distinctive  lean caused by 
westerly winds (i.e., from right to left.  Of course, snow does not  a problem   



View of the  CDA shelterbelt from inside the field.   



BEMISTER’s PARK 
St. Johns, Eastern Newfoundland  

 
 



This Robertson’s latest ‘hobby’ garden.  Work started on in June 2009  and at the time of writing is near the end 

of it’s second winter.  Quite apart from improving the aesthetics of this busy industrial and retail compound  It is 

not a shelter wood per se. but serves an important function as park for employees to relax  and more importantly 

as buffer zone to filter the runoff from the site to protect the Waterford River besides enhancing the river bank. 

But it is also a very wind site and the use of snow berms is crucial to the protection of plants  in winter  



Bemister’s Park  in the 1st  during  the 1st summer (top)  and  2nd  summer 



This photos , taken I on June  6th 2010, shows the plants survived the winter snow without  protective wraps or 
mulches and  a fair amount of water logging from snowmelt and runoff  (even though it  gravelly soil) . In summer the 
garden never needs watering , nor is it fertilized , since the nutrients  are filtered  from the runoff.   



The safety berm (right) is  to discourage people from going over the  
the  bank  and down  into the Waterford River.  The  planting  
below  is an extra stip between the path and a relatively  natrrow  
lawn  is designed to provide much more shelter on particularly 
windy days.    



Most of the deciduous trees and shrubs indicate that  in summer dry winds are from the northwest.  This  indicates  that protection  is 
needed from northwest winds which in winter are very dry and cold. And cuase severe drifting.   As illustrated  elsewhere in this slide 
show,  blizzards are from the northeast and  leave  a welcome blanket of snow.  



Naturally, great care is taken to build the  snow shelters  on the pavement  along the edge of the garden  (right) 
and not directly on shrubs, otherwise they would be crushed especially when the berm turn to ice during the 
freeze-thaw periods   



This photo shows the heavy runoff that even washed out a part of the gravel path. The  very gravelly soil that is  slightly 

mounded is not affected too much, and on the plus side,  there’s enough light runoff  during the drier periopds in summer that 

plants never needs watering  with a hose.  



As an effective alternative to wrapping  the shrubs ,  shelter is  provided  by  piled up  snow berms.  On the 
leeward side of the berms a blanket of snow gradually builds up  and protects  the plants from  severe winds 
and  virtually eliminates soil frost  that would damage fine roots.   



The protect the  The snow shelter protects the garden from dry and very cold north westerly wind. While, comparatively warmer 
blizzards tend to build up  a protective snow blanket  on the leeward side of the berm.  



The top shows the first snow shelter  of the season (the first snow of the winter was in early February which  was unusually 
late).  The yellow line indicates where the  next part of the snow shelter (berm) was built (below) for additional protection. The 
arrow points to black utility trail er to show how far back the second part of the snow shelter was built.  



Leeward (downwind) of the snow shelters  the surface of the snow is more-or-less level which indicates and civers most of the 
shorter plants, but , more importantly, that there is no serious drifting which would otherwise remove the snow that would 
expose bottom of the plants  to soil to frost.     



The next few slides show well the garden has survived the winter  and grown exceptionally well with 
only snow for protection; i.e., there is no ‘winter burn ‘ nor broken branches.   



During a very wet and day even a new gardens can be  at their most colorful if designed for miserable and dull weather.    





It is  most  satisfying  when the snow  shelter has finally melted  and  shortly afterwards  to see the cheerful 
flower  bloom among colorful evergreen shrubs    


